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Abstract 
In this study, we investigated a method of making a digest video from a recorded broadcast of a 
soccer program. Digest videos are made from a compilation of match highlights – from herein refered 
to as ‘important scenes’ – from of a given soccer program, including, but not limited to, any goals, free 
kicks, substitutions of players.  
First of all, we investigated what scenes should be selected for the digest video, and found that 
a telop, is often implemented during key scenes of a match. Therefore, we developed a method of 
detecting the telop by using not moving edges in adjacent frames over one second interval. Then, the 
detection method of the shot boundary was investigated in order to smoothly correlate and order the 
important scenes. To determine the shot boundary, the correlation coefficient between color 
histograms of the frames was used. We obtained very high accuracy of both key frame and shot 
boundary detection. 
Finally, as a result of the user feedback retrieved via interviews, we were able to confirm a high 
level of satisfaction amongst viewers of the digest videos created by our proposed method. 
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